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Abstract
All soils settle under the weight of newly constructed embankments. In the case of MSE
wall-type embankments, piles are driven prior to embankment construction. Under the weight of
the newly constructed embankment, the soil surrounding the piles may settle more than the piles
themselves. This downward movement potentially drags the piles down and induces a force within
the pile known as downdrag. The research on the downdrag phenomenon involving cohesionless
granular soils is sparse, thus the focus of this study is to investigate the effects of downdrag on pile
performance driven in Florida sandy soils. A site consisting of soil profiles with relatively
compressible sands underlain by denser sands was investigated. The field work entailed
instrumenting, monitoring, and collecting data from a pile behind the embankment. Collected data
was analyzed to find the key parameters that affect pile performance when subjected to downdrag.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1 Overview
Regardless of the soil type, density, or consistency, all soils settle under the weight of newly
constructed embankments. The magnitude of the settlement, however, is largely affected by the
site-specific soil properties and layer thicknesses. Embankments are the most common and costeffective method of transitioning grade separation or over water bridges to the roadway grades on
either side of the bridge. In Florida, mechanically stabilized earth (MSE) walls have become the
bridge approach embankment of choice due to the smaller footprint (compared to slope-sided
embankments).
Construction sequencing dictates how embankment settlement interacts with piles located
behind the wall. The most common construction practice is to drive piles prior to embankment
construction and where the MSE wall straps can be negotiated around the pile locations. In these
cases, settlement of the existing soils begins after pile installation and hence the downward
movement of the existing soils will induce downward side shear loads on the piles called
downdrag. While the magnitude of embankment settlement is not significantly reduced by the
presence of the piles, the magnitude of downdrag forces transferred into the piles is minimized by
preventing friction between the newly placed backfill material and the piles. Methods of
eliminating or drastically reducing the pile/backfill side shear vary, but a common method entails
double wrapping the pile with plastic sheeting above the natural ground after pile installation and
before placing fill. This creates a slick interface between the plastic sheets. Other methods include
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coating the pile with bituminous material to create a weak bond or a combination of the two
approaches.
There is always some downward movement of the existing soil that contributes to
downdrag, regardless of whether the fill material bonds with the pile, and it is important to identify
the depth at which no significant settlement occurs, a point of neutral/zero side shear. Pile
embedment below that depth contributes to withstanding all downward loads and movements; the
pile length above that depth contributes to downdrag and does not resist downward loads from the
bridge. Depending on the amount of embankment settlement and the depth to the neutral side shear
resistance, there can be a significant portion of the upper pile length experiencing negative side
shear (Figure 1.1).

Figure 1.1 Side shear reversal near or at the interface between compressible soil and bearing layer.
2

1.2 Objective Statement
The objective of this study is to instrument, monitor and collect data from piles behind
embankments that are anticipated to have measurable amounts of downdrag force and settlement
(new construction) with the motivation of determining under what circumstances downdrag is a
critical load and when it is not. The driving force for settlement of the soils around the piles stems
from embankments constructed around piles already driven through native compressible soils.
Thus, a bridge construction project involving end bents and MSE walls, located on or near
compressible sandy soils was essential for this study. Potential sites were assessed by analyzing
the soil profiles and the pile driving logs to estimate settlement. This study is focused on conditions
where compressible cohesionless soils undergo immediate settlement and the bridge-supporting
piles may be unwittingly loaded to levels above that anticipated by the designer at the onset of the
bridge service life.
1.3 Thesis Organization
This thesis is organized by five chapters including literature review, data collection,
analysis, and conclusions. The second chapter provides background information and reviews
various references regarding the topic of downdrag. Chapter three discusses the field site chosen
for this study as well as instrumentation methodology. Chapter four presents analysis of the raw
data collected, while the fifth chapter provides conclusions and findings from the study.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
The design and construction of driven piles is an interdisciplinary and iterative process that
involves the roles of structural, geotechnical, and construction engineers. Upon determining the
need for a deep foundation, the geotechnical engineer chooses candidate piles (or other foundation
elements) for the structural engineer to evaluate. The structural engineer and geotechnical engineer
collaborate to calculate structural and geotechnical capacities of the proposed piles, respectively.
After performing pile drivability analyses, the geotechnical engineer estimates the size of the pile
foundation and produces pile loads for every limit state. An iterative design process ensues where
the geotechnical engineer estimates embedment depth for both vertical and lateral loads and checks
group efficiency. Service limit states are then checked by performing settlement analyses.
Following the determination of the depth of the neutral plane and calculation of the resulting drag
force, the structural strength limit state is checked. Economic evaluation is performed, and the
preliminary substructure design is complete. After refinement of the superstructure design and load
analyses by the structural engineer, the geotechnical engineer reevaluates the substructure design,
and refines if necessary. If all limit states are satisfied, the structural engineer designs the pile cap.
The geotechnical engineer then finalizes substructure design and produces plans and
specifications. After evaluating the contractor’s equipment, the geotechnical drives test piles and
sets production driving criteria. The information gathered from the test piles are evaluated and the
construction plan is revised, as necessary. The construction engineer then monitors the installation
process. Finally, the geotechnical engineer conducts post-construction evaluation (Hannigan et al.
2016).
4

Shaft resistance (side shear) forces develop when there is relative movement between the
piles and the soil surrounding the piles. The most common condition is where the pile moves
downward relative to the surrounding soil which is caused by bridge self weight and traffic loads.
In cases of recently filled embankments surrounding previously driven piles, the settlement of the
soil is larger relative to the settlement of the piles. The soil settlement creates friction alongside
the piles, resulting in a downward force dragging the piles down. This downward force on the piles
is known as downdrag. Other instances in which downdrag can be induced include lowering of the
water table (increases effective stresses) and liquefaction or consolidation of recently filled or
compressible soil. Some mitigation techniques for reducing downdrag include preloading the site
to consolidate the surrounding soil before driving the piles, as well as minimizing friction through
use of bitumen coating or polyethylene wrap.
Determination of the neutral plane and computation of the magnitude of the downdrag
developed is a substantial step in the design process of driven piles. When the surrounding soil
moves downward relative to the piles, the downward side shear resistance is known as negative
shaft resistance, or previously known as negative skin friction. The neutral plane is the location
where the negative shaft resistance transitions into positive shaft resistance and where relative pilesoil settlement is zero. Above this plane, soil settlement is greater than pile settlement, resulting in
negative shaft resistance. Below this plane, the pile settlement is greater than the soil settlement
and the frictional forces act in a positive (upward) direction.
There have been various documented structural failures of deep foundations due to the
presence of downdrag. Johannessen and Bjerrum (1965) reported the failure of driven steel piles
embedded in clay and bearing on rock in Norway. Settlement of the clay under the weight of over
30 feet of fill led to high stresses, elastic shortening, and ultimately failure of the pile. The
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downdrag reportedly caused the pile to penetrate the underlying rock layer. Brand and Luangdilok
(1975) tracked the history and structural failure of a concrete building in Southeast Asia due to
downdrag forces. The building, which was supported by piles driven through soft clay, was
reported to experience differential settlements of 3.9 to 12 inches. Davisson (1993) presented
various unpublished cases of pile foundation failures caused by negative skin friction. All the
structures settled excessively and in some instances the structures collapsed. Some of the errors
that led to these failures included failure to anticipate the effect of future dewatering and the effect
of adjacent ground loading, improper downdrag analysis, and failure to drive the pile adequately
into the bearing layer.
There has been much published on the effects of downdrag on piles embedded in soft clay.
The literature on downdrag in cohesionless granular soils is sparse; the objective of this thesis is
to investigate the influence of downdrag and subsequent drag force on driven piles embedded in
compressible, loose sands.
2.1 Codes and Specifications
Appendix C of FDOT (2020) Soils and Foundation Manual lists a procedure for downdrag
analysis of a driven pile. The first steps involve determining the soil profile and corresponding soil
properties, as well as determining the surcharge pressure from the embankment fill. Next is to
determine settlement of the pile and of the surrounding soil. The total surrounding soil settlement
is determined by summing the settlement for each soil layer along the embedded pile length. The
portion of the pile that experiences downdrag is then determined by comparing the settlement
between the pile and surrounding soil. Thus, the next step involves determining the magnitude of
negative shaft resistance along the upper length of the pile which experiences 0.5 inches or greater
of relative settlement. The ultimate pile capacity is then computed by summing the toe resistance
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with the positive shaft resistance developed along the lower portion of the pile. The net ultimate
pile capacity is calculated by taking the difference between the ultimate pile capacity and the
negative shaft resistance. The value of downdrag is determined by summing the negative shaft
resistance with the driving resistance of the soil inducing the negative shaft resistance. The driving
resistance for sand and silty sand is approximately 75% of the ultimate skin friction (FDOT 2020).
It may be higher for clean sands. The nominal pile resistance is then the sum of the factored design
load, net scour, and downdrag, all of which are divided by a resistance factor.
While FDOT states that the relative movement needed to mobilize downdrag is 0.5 in,
AASHTO (2017) states 0.4 in of movement is needed. AASHTO treats the downdrag as a load to
be included in the geotechnical strength limit state design analysis. AASHTO presents four cases
in which downdrag can occur. In the cases where mitigation techniques are not implemented to
prevent downdrag development, the deep foundation must be designed to resist the additional load.
AASHTO allows for the neutral plane method for downdrag analysis. It is stated that it is
conservative to combine the transient loads with downdrag. Both FDOT and AASHTO reference
NCHRP Report 393 (Briaud and Tucker 1997) for downdrag analysis.
FHWA’s Design and Construction of Driven Pile Foundations (Hannigan et al. 2016)
states that downdrag does not ultimately affect geotechnical capacity, because as a pile approaches
nominal geotechnical capacity, all shaft resistance is in the upward direction (meaning no
downdrag in that state). As there have been relatively few transportation structures with downdrag
related problems, AASHTO’s current approach of a geotechnical strength limit state has been
conservative (Hannigan et al. 2016). Instead, an approach that considers downdrag in the
geotechnical service limit state and pile structural strength limit state is recommended and
presented.
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2.2 Reports and Guidelines
Meyerhof (1976) states that while negative skin friction may be insignificant for friction
piles, it may be more consequential for end bearing piles. It is noted that the negative skin friction
mobilized in clay generally increases linearly with depth (even though relative movement
decreases with depth). Additionally, in clay, the long-term negative skin friction can be estimated
from the drained shear strength. It was concluded that settlement of pile groups in homogenous
sand not underlain by more compressible soil can be estimated using Equivalent Pier Foundation
Method.
In his report for the design of pile foundations, Vesic (1977) describes the mechanism of
load transfer and discusses the phenomenon of residual loads experienced by driven piles. These
residual loads affect the foundation load-settlement response. It is stated that downdrag is a
function of effective vertical stress. Additionally, it is concluded that the damaging effect of
negative skin friction on pile performance is minimized so long as the live load is larger than the
downdrag force.
When describing the mechanisms of pile resistance, the author referenced his earlier work
(Vesic 1969) and stated only 0.4 inches of relative movement are needed to mobilize skin friction
in sand, regardless of the foundation size and length. The introduction to the negative skin friction
section of the report stated that previous discussion was related to load transfer between pile and
soil in normal circumstances. “Normal” referring to relative settlement induced by the pile itself,
rather than by downdrag related circumstances. The author then suggested that a relative
movement of 0.6 inches that may be adequate to fully mobilize negative skin friction. Based on
observations and results from investigations on multiple continents, Fellenius (1989) states that
Vesic’s suggestion of “rather large” relative settlement is an exception. Instead, extremely small
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movement needed to mobilize negative skin friction is the rule. Fellenius then states that Vesic’s
suggestion should be an indication as to when settlement could be an issue for a pile foundation.
Basically, Fellenius said that more evidence pointed towards smaller relative settlements being
required (hence the “rule”), while larger relative settlements could be an exception.
Lambe and Baligh (1978) wrote a pamphlet which provided a method for predicting
downdrag in piles. They state that the mechanism of shaft resistance is a function of effective
horizontal stress which is in turn a function of effective vertical stress. Several methods of
predicting negative skin resistance were presented. These methods included the Beta Method, the
Terzaghi-Peck Method, De Beer Method, and more. At the time, the Beta Method was the
recommended procedure for predicting downdrag. Lambe concluded the pamphlet with the
greatest challenge of making accurate predictions: determination of the appropriate parameters.
The appendix of the pamphlet included a manual for “Downdrag Prediction on End Bearing Piles.”
This manual elaborates on the beta method for downdrag prediction.
Lambe and Baligh also present the results of an interesting downdrag symposium. Several
downdrag experts were provided with information needed to make downdrag predictions. These
predictions were submitted to a referee (Prof. Peck) who locked them away in a safe. The research
team then carried out the experiment and recorded the results. Prior to revealing the experimental
results, the initial predictors presented their predictions. The results were then revealed, and each
predictor evaluated their predictions. The purpose of the symposium was to demonstrate the
difficulty of making accurate downdrag predictions.
Briaud and Tucker (1997) provided pile design and construction guidelines for both coated
and uncoated piles. The presented method is based on static equilibrium of the vertical forces of
the pile, as well as relative pile-soil movement compatibility. Piles bearing on hard, incompressible
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layers generate relatively small pile settlement when compared to the surrounding soil. This results
in a neutral plane closer to the bottom of the compressible layer, and thus increased downdrag.
Since the highest compressive forces experienced by the pile are at the neutral plane, they
suggested that when designing the pile for structural failure, one should consider the capacity at
both the top of the pile and at the neutral plane. Additionally, since transient loads only temporarily
reverse the downdrag forces, they are not typically considered at the neutral plane. Briaud and
Tucker concluded that the ultimate plunging load for a pile is the same regardless of downdrag.
Davisson et al. (1983) presents various studies to establish allowable stresses in piles.
Recommendations and changes to the AASHTO Specifications were proposed. They also discuss
the importance of considering downdrag and negative skin friction when designing pile
foundations. It was noted that load tests may not adequately demonstrate the structural capacity of
a pile subjected to downdrag. During a load test, full positive skin friction is mobilized, resulting
in the load transfer to be away from the pile tip. Under service conditions, however, downdrag can
be a factor, resulting in the load transfer occurring towards the pile tip. Thus, caution was advised
when designing piles for downdrag even with the aid of load tests.
Allen (2005) presented recommended downdrag load factors for piles based on calibration
results of two general cases. The cases that were investigated involved concrete and steel piles
with soil profiles of downdrag-inducing clay overlaying sand.
2.3 Field and Lab Measurements
Bozozuk (1972) monitored downdrag effects on a steel pipe friction pile in clay. The pile
was part of a bridge abutment constructed over a soft embankment in Canada. Field measurements
over a period of five years were plotted to observe the load distribution in the test pile. Bozozuk
concluded that the skin friction forces acting on the pile were related to the effective horizontal
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stresses. Additionally, the in-situ shear strength of the soil was concluded not to be related to the
mobilized skin friction. The skin friction reduced to the remolded strength when there were excess
pore pressures and large relative movements. On the other hand, the skin friction approached
drained soil strength when there were small relative movements and pore pressures dissipated.
Koerner and Mukhopadhyay (1972) performed laboratory experiments to evaluate the
behavior and effects of negative skin friction. The effects of pile group spacing, batter piles, and
water content were also evaluated. The model tests involved a one-inch diameter pile placed within
a three-foot diameter and three-foot high tank containing medium plastic silt. The pile was fixed
in place to simulate an end bearing pile, and thick surcharge load plates were placed around the
pile. Under low surcharge pressures, the upper portion of the pile carried the full downdrag force.
Increasing the surcharge load resulted in higher relative settlement, in turn causing the downdrag
force to descend towards the bottom of the pile as the negative skin friction was further mobilized.
In other words, the higher the applied surface load, the more the downdrag accumulated and
travelled farther down the pile before being transferred to the soil. The experiments demonstrated
that smaller spacing to diameter ratios resulted in lower average negative skin friction values.
Additionally, the study concluded that the average negative skin friction increased as water
dissipated.
Fellenius (1972) presents the results of over three years of field measurements conducted
on two driven piles through 130 feet of soft clay. Consolidation of the clay layer after driving
resulted in relative settlement and the development of negative skin friction. The negative skin
friction caused the forces in the piles to increase. It was observed that although applying load to
the pile head eliminated negative skin friction, it began to return as relative settlements continued
to take place. Recommendations for consideration of negative skin friction when designing pile
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foundations were also provided. The author has since then disregarded these recommendations
(Fellenius 1997).
After conducting experiments consisting of medium sand underlain by a consolidating
layer of peat, Bakholdin and Berman (1974) concluded that negative skin friction is only mobilized
during the active settlement of the surrounding soil. The negative skin friction forces essentially
disappear after consolidation of the compressible soil layers surrounding the piles stop.
Additionally, the experiments demonstrated that for maximum mobilization of negative skin
friction forces, soil-to-pile relative settlement should be on the order of nearly two inches (5 cm)
or greater. Bakholdin and Berman also state that estimating negative skin friction solely from
comparison of pile and surrounding soil settlement generally leads to incorrect computation and
thus an unjustified reduction in pile capacity. Instead, it is suggested to estimate negative skin
friction forces based on the rates of settlements of the piles and surrounding soil with respect to
time. This suggested method considerably reduces the calculated negative skin friction forces
when compared to previous methods and may even be negligible in some cases.
Indraratna et al. (1992) present the results of both long-term and short-term measurements
on driven piles in soft clay in Bangkok. Both uncoated and bitumen-coated piles were instrumented
and monitored. Negative skin friction was found to be fully mobilized three to six months after the
embankment surcharge was applied. Compared to the uncoated piles, the coated piles experienced
a significant reduction in negative skin friction. The full-scale measurements were compared to
the data gathered from the short-term pullout tests. Based on the comparable results, it was
concluded that pull-out test results can reasonably predict the negative skin friction of driven piles.
Another way of predicting the negative skin friction involves the effective stress approach. A finite
element method numerical analysis was also carried out to predict the skin friction. As downdrag
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is a function of relative settlement, it was stated that downdrag predictions are contingent on the
accuracy of settlement computations. It was suggested to use residual values rather than peak
values of the friction angle for the interface elements of the numerical models. The authors also
proposed that maximum downdrag is reached as a critical value of normalized relative settlement
is approached.
Fellenius (2006) presents a summary of several field studies performed in the 1960s
through the 1990s. The studies were performed worldwide and involved driven steel and concrete
piles. The field studies demonstrated that when piles are driven in soft, compressible soils, drag
forces would be imposed on the piles. The results of static load pile testing performed by Bozozuk
in 1981 illustrate that live load replaces drag load in a pile. All shaft resistance on the pile was
positive after applying the static load on the pile; thus, the development of negative shaft resistance
did not affect the geotechnical capacity of the pile. Fellenius concludes that for the temporary live
load to effectively cancel out what he calls “the drag load,” it must be twice the magnitude of the
drag load at the neutral plane. Additionally, the maximum load seen by the pile is a sum of the
dead load and drag load and occurs at the neutral plane. It is pointed out that the neutral plane
represents both a location of force equilibrium within the pile and a location of zero relative pilesoil movement. Since locating the neutral plane through settlement computations is more likely to
result in higher error, the location should be determined by either direct instrumentation or through
resistance analysis.
Budge et al. (2015) synthesized the data of several monitored driven pile projects
conducted by Minnesota Department of Transportation (MnDOT). These projects involved the
instrumentation and monitoring of driven piles to investigate the effects of downdrag; a total of
five projects were evaluated. It was evident from the results of these projects that the maximum
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forces the piles experienced occurred farther down the pile, rather than at the pile top. In some
cases, the structural loads seen by the piles were greater than expected design loads. While the
observed cases did not encounter deficiencies, it was noted that current practices underestimate
downdrag. It was concluded that overall load increased over time, and that downdrag should be
considered a permanent load when determining structural capacity.
2.4 Load Transfer
Coyle and Reese (1966) established a relationship between the pile movement, load
transfer, and soil shear strength of steel friction piles in clay. The results of field studies illustrated
that the percentage of shear strength developed is dependent on pile movement and lateral pressure.
This relationship can be utilized to compute load-settlement curves.
Matyas and Santamarina (1994) evaluated and compared the rigid-plastic method of
downdrag prediction to the elastic-plastic method. As the rigid-plastic method assumes full
mobilization of toe resistance, positive negative skin, and negative skin friction, it was concluded
that the method overestimates both downdrag and the neutral plane depth. The authors presented
the elastic-plastic model which implemented a closed-form solution to estimate negative skin
friction. Some of the limitations and consequences of the presented model assumptions included
relative stiffness, nonlinear settlement, nonuniform variation of shaft resistance, and construction
history.
Poulos (2008) examined the effects that residual stresses may have on piles subjected to
downdrag. It was concluded that piles with residual stresses experienced less downdrag than those
which were initially stress-free. Thus, driven piles would likely have less downdrag effects than
bored piles. Poulos also analyzed the effects of live load with respect to negative skin friction and
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suggested that the amount of live load required to cancel out the negative skin friction would be
greater than allowable.
Kuhns (2008) states that as little as 0.15 inches of pile movement are needed to mobilize
maximum skin friction resistance. The author discusses how the bearing capacity approach of pile
design practice may not be reliable with respect to the effects of downdrag. Instead, a settlementbased approached should be utilized to properly account for the negative implications that
downdrag may have on pile performance. This settlement-based analysis will evaluate if the pile
settlement is within tolerance and that the structural integrity of the pile remains intact. The author
also discussed the influence of live loads and residual loads. Interestingly, the residual loadtransfer curve of a pile immediately after being driven had the same characteristics as the loadtransfer curve from negative skin friction loads. The procedure for determining the depth of the
neutral plane were presented, as this is the first step in downdrag analysis. Finding the location of
the neutral plane is an iterative process that involves calculating soil settlement, skin resistances
in both directions, toe resistance, pile tip penetration, and pile settlement. The neutral plane depth
is determined when the magnitudes of the soil settlement and pile settlement converge. A
spreadsheet for this procedure, titled “SETTLE-DOWN,” was developed to assist with concrete
pile settlement calculations. The calculations in the spreadsheet are the same as those programmed
into FDOT FB-Deep and FB-MultiPier. It was concluded that, prior to applying structural loads to
a pile, settlement of the surrounding soil will compress the pile as well as the soil under the pile
tip. After structural loads are applied, this pile and soil precompression limits pile settlement.
Stanton et al. (2015) provide an evaluation of semi-empirical t-z analysis methods for
drilled shafts. The t-z relationships are discrete non-linear springs used to model side-friction and
predict load-settlement response. It was concluded that the recently developed analysis approach
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is suitable for predicting axial loading response of drilled shafts. It was also stated that while the
studied methods can be adapted for driven piles, more research is needed to provide an appropriate
criterion for anything other than drilled shafts.
Dias and Bezuijen (2018) provide a framework for pile analysis under loading and
unloading. A brief literature review on load-transfer analysis was performed and it was concluded
there are still many discrepancies between various load-transfer methods. Despite these
uncertainties, there are some common themes that are agreed upon. One of these being that the
amount of displacement needed to fully mobilize shaft resistance is much smaller than the amount
needed to fully mobilize toe resistance. A trilinear shaft mobilization model is proposed where
shaft resistance is a function of relative displacement. An elastic-plastic behavior is adopted where
once full mobilization of the shaft resistance has been reached, the shaft resistance remains
constant while displacement continues to develop. The variation from the traditional load-transfer
models is that a relationship for unloading is presented. Since pile loading is not perfectly elastic,
it is reasonable to expect a response for the unloading stage. This is especially true since pile head
settlements do not return to their original state upon removing the load. Thus, if unloading occurs
after the plastic state has been reached, the displacements follow an unloading slope. A toe
mobilization model is also presented where toe resistance is a function of positive relative
displacement. It was advised that any set of mobilization functions should be calibrated with field
and/or centrifuge tests.
2.5 Neutral Plane Method
Fellenius (1989) provides a unified design approach for designing piles and pile groups.
This approach, later known as the neutral plane method, involves the relationship between negative
skin friction, compression, capacity, and settlement. Fellenius begins by presenting past cases of
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negative skin friction development along piles in clay, and he concluded that all piles experience
this phenomenon. This conclusion was made on the basis that since a pile is much more rigid than
soil, and since there will always be soil settlement over time (even without surcharge loads),
relative settlements are inevitable. Additionally, the small relative settlements will be enough to
induce shear forces on the piles.
The iterative method starts out by determining the location of the neutral plane, then
checking the structural strength of the pile. The structural strength at the pile top, considers dead
load and live load. Only dead load and dragload are considered at the neutral plane for structural
strength—no live load. If the strength is adequate, the settlement of the piles is calculated by
placing an equivalent footing at the neutral plane. The final step is to verify the bearing capacity
of the pile. The bearing capacity includes dead and live loads but excludes dragload.
Interestingly, Wang and Brandenberg (2013) suggest the assumption that pile settlement is
equivalent to soil settlement at the depth of the neutral plane is false. Instead, it is proposed that
pile settlement velocity is equal to soil settlement velocity at that depth. The traditional neutral
plane solution is valid only if the neutral plane depth is constant. Since the location of the neutral
plane changes over time, it is proposed to calculate pile displacement as an integral of soil
settlement velocity. A neutral plane method was proposed with the assumption that relative
velocity at the neutral plane is zero.
2.6 Settlement
Downdrag-induced forces are related to shaft resistance forces that develop alongside the
piles. These forces are mobilized by relative movement between the piles and the soil surrounding
them. In many cases, only a fraction of an inch of relative downward movement of the soil is
required to fully develop the maximum downdrag-induced force on to the piles. Numerous
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methods exist to predict soil settlement; two widely accepted methods were used thus far to assess
the suitability of potential project sites: Modified Hough Method and Schmertmann’s Method.
There are various ways to estimate immediate settlements. The former correlates soil
compressibility and SPT blow count to determine settlement for each subdivided soil layer, while
the latter considers the strain influence beneath the idealized footing. The two methods produce
comparable embankment settlement values; however, it should be noted that experience of many
engineers has shown that settlement predictions in sands are often conservative by a factor of two
or three.
2.6.1 Modified Hough Method
The original Hough method provided a relationship between soil compressibility expressed
as Bearing Capacity Index (C’) and SPT donut hammer blow counts. This original relationship
was reported by the FHWA Design and Construction of Driven Pile Foundations Volume I to have
the potential to overestimate settlements by a factor of two. The Modified Hough Method provides
a correlation between C’ and SPT blow counts from donut, safety, and automatic hammers (Figure
2.1); this modification was noted to improve settlement estimation accuracy (Hannigan et al.
2016). The equation to determine the settlement of each subdivided layer is provided in Eqn 2.1.
1

po +∆p

S = H (C') log (

po

)

Equation 2.1

where:
S = total layer settlement
H = initial soil layer thickness
C’ = Bearing Capacity Index from Figure 2.
po = vertical effective stress at midpoint of layer prior to stress increase
Δp = distributed embankment pressure at the center of the layer
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Figure 2.1 Bearing capacity index (C') values for granular soil. Reprinted from Design and
Construction of Driven Pile Foundations – Volume I (p. 318), by Hannigan et al., 2016,
Washington, DC: National Highway Institute. Public domain.
The first step is to divide the soil profile based on the boring log depths and blow counts.
The SPT blow counts (N) are then adjusted according to their hammer type (N60). The unit weight
of each soil layer is estimated based on uncorrected blow counts (N60) as well as the water table
depth. The overburden pressure is then calculated to the center of each layer as defined by the
boring log depths. From this, corrected blow counts (N160) are determined. The corrected blow
counts are in turn used to determine the C' term (defined as (1+eo)/Cc) from six equations generated
from the FHWA Publication (HI-88-009) Soils and Foundations Workshop Manual-Second
Edition (Cheney and Chassie 1982) by selecting a sandy soil type between one and six. The
pressure distribution beneath the footing is determined at the center of each layer and used to
calculate the displacement from each layer using the previously determine compression indices.
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The settlement for each layer is calculated per Equation 2.1 and summed to determine the total
settlement.
2.6.2 Schmertmann Modified Method
The Modified Hough method as laid out in FHWA NHI-06088 Soils and Foundations
Reference Manual Vol 1 (Samtani and Nowatzki 2006) is stated as being conservative. Thus, a
second method of predicting immediate settlement was also employed, the Schmertmann modified
method (Schmertmann et al. 1978). The equation for estimating immediate settlement is given in
Equation 2.2.
S = C1 C2 ∆p ∑ni=1 ∆Hi

where

I

Z
∆Hi = Hc (XE
)

Equation 2.2

where:
S = immediate settlement
Hc = soil layer thickness
Iz = strain Influence Factor
n = number of soil layers within zone of strain influence
E = elastic modulus of ith layer (Table 2.1)
X = factor used to determine elastic modulus
Δp = net foundation pressure
C1 = strain relief correction factor due to embedment
C1 = 1 − 0.5(po /∆p) ≥ 0.5
po = effective in-situ overburden stress at the foundation depth
C2 = creep correction factor
C2 = 1 + 0.2log(t/0.1)
t = time in years
The Schmertmann Modified Method of calculating immediate settlement was implemented
by idealizing the embankment as a shallow footing. This method considers the strain distribution
as a function of depth. The first step is to divide the soil profile based on the boring log depths and
blow counts. The SPT blow counts (N) are then adjusted according to their hammer type (N60).
The unit weight of each soil layer is estimated based on uncorrected blow counts (N60) as well as
the water table depth. The overburden pressure is then calculated to the center of each layer as
defined by the boring log depths. From this, corrected blow counts (N160) are determined. The
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elastic modulus of each layer is then estimated as a function of the corrected blow count from that
layer as reported in Table 2.1 obtained from FHWA NHI-06088 (Samtani and Nowatzki 2006).
The strain influence factor at each depth is then determined from vertical strain influence factor
distributions proposed by Schmertmann et al. (1978) as shown in Figure 2.2. Finally, the total
immediate settlement is calculated per Equation 2.2 as a sum of all layer settlement values.
Table 2.1 Estimating Es from SPT N-value (Samtani and Nowatzki 2006)
Soil Type

Es (tsf)

Silts, sandy silts, slightly cohesive mixtures

4 N160

Clean fine to medium sands and slightly silty sands

7 N160

Coarse sands and sands with little gravel

10 N160

Sandy gravel and gravels

12 N160

2.7 Pile Groups
Depending on the geometry of the pile group, the effects of negative skin friction on a
single pile may differ from the effects on piles in a group configuration. Briaud and Tucker (1997)
further state that the interior piles within a pile group can experience as little as 15% of the
downdrag force experienced by the corner piles. It was then suggested to place a curtain of
sacrificial or “dummy” piles surrounding the pile group to experience most of the downdrag
effects, and thus the inner piles can be designed with lighter consideration to downdrag.
Kuwabara and Poulos (1989) analyzed the effects of downdrag forces on symmetrical pile
groups by extending the simplified boundary element procedure previously used for single pile
evaluation. It was concluded that a large movement of soil is required for the magnitude of the
loads experienced by the single and group piles to be similar. Furthermore, as pile spacing
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decreases, the maximum downdrag forces seen by the piles significantly reduce. Additionally, the
tops of outer piles within a rigid cap may experience tensile forces.

Figure 2.2 Vertical strain influence factor diagram and illustration of pressure terms in Izp
equation. Reprinted from Soils and Foundations—Volume II. Publications No. FHWA NHI-06089. (p. 8-46), by Samtani, N., and Nowatzki, E., 2016, Washington, DC: National Highway
Institute. Public domain.
2.8 Bituminous Coatings
Lambe and Baligh (1978) further presented several methods of reducing negative skin
friction when the induced loads are expected to be large. These methods included electric-osmosis
to release soil-pile friction, pre-loading to eliminate post-pile-installation settlement, casing to
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prevent soil-pile contact, and application of a friction reducer. Emphasis was placed on the friction
reducer application, specifically bitumen, as this was the basis of their research, and the other
methods were costly or impractical. The bitumen was selected as it is an adequate viscoelastic
substance which can both behave elastically under rapid pile-driving conditions and offer little
resistance to negative shearing under slower loading.
Tawfiq (1994) investigated and compared the effectiveness of bitumen coating and
polyethylene sheeting as a means of reducing downdrag in piles. The studies were conducted using
both well-graded sand and well-graded gravel. Various parameters need to be considered when
using a bitumen coating on piles. These parameters including temperature, soil type, bitumen type,
shearing rate, and normal stress affected the bitumen ability to mitigate downdrag. In contrast,
factors such as particle size, deformation rate, and temperature did not affect the did not affect
shear characteristics of the polyethylene sheeting. It is stated that the development of downdrag
on short piles of approximately 26 feet or less is negligible.
2.9 Summary
Regardless of the soil type, density, or consistency, all soils settle under the weight of newly
constructed embankments. A summary of various sources was presented that dealt with both steel
and concrete piles in clay, silt, and sand. Some sources note downdrag to be insignificant or
unimportant while others note failures. Discrepancies most likely stem from variations in soil type,
layer thicknesses, embedment length in the bearing layer, etc. These inconsistencies lead to
uncertainty and confusion, both of which are undesirable in engineering practice.
Much of the published literature on the topic of downdrag has focused on soft clays. The
long-term effects and nature of the clays likely attracted the attention of numerous researchers.
Despite all the research that has been performed, it is still not clear whether all piles develop
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problematic downdrag forces particularly when embedded in compressible sands. Sands, which
experience immediate settlement, may also be considered problematic and cause just as much or
even more downdrag related issues. This thesis focuses on the instrumentation, monitoring, and
analysis of a bridge embankment to determine the effects of downdrag.
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Chapter 3: Data Collection
3.1 Site Assessment
FDOT Bridge No. 710113 is a bridge construction project located in SR 23 Northbound
over CR-739B (Sandridge Road) in Clay County, Florida. The bridge was designed to be supported
by two End Bents, each consisting of six 18-inch square prestressed concrete piles with 267 tons
of nominal bearing resistance. The pier under investigation for this study is in End Bent 1. Figure
A1 shows the plan layout of End Bent 1.
The soil profile for the location of End Bent 1 in Bridge No. 710113 was characterized by
Boring Log B24-1 (Figures A2 and 3.1). It was concluded from the literature review that sites with
dense bearing layers characterizing an end-bearing pile condition have the most potential for
significant downdrag effects. Therefore, the very dense sands located towards the lower end of
Boring 24-1 displayed an end-bearing pile type condition that satisfied one of the conditions sought
by this study. The soil profile consisted of mostly loose light gray sands in the upper strata over
dense light gray sands. The Modified Hough Method settlement was calculated to be 4.58 inches,
while the Schmertmann Modified Method settlement was calculated to be 3.62 inches. The
calculated cumulative settlements for Sandridge Road are shown in Figure 3.2.
3.2 Instrumentation Program
A series of Campbell Scientific (CS) data acquisition systems and Geokon sensors were
purchased for the instrumentation and data collection component of this study. The various
components are listed and detailed on the next page.
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Two separate types of transducers were selected to measure the internal pile load and
surrounding soil settlement. These include:
1. CS CR6 Measurement and Control Datalogger
2. CS GRANITE VWIRE 305 8-Channel Dynamic Vibrating-Wire Analyzer
3. CS RV50X Industrial 4G LTE Cellular Gateway
4. CS 32262 4G/3G Omni 2dBd Antenna w/ Type N
5. CS 31315 Bulkhead Surge Protection Installed in Enclosure
6. CS COAXNTN-L10 Antenna Cable RG8 w/ 2 Type N Male Connectors
7. CS ENC14/16-DC-MM Weather-Resistant Enclosure
8. CS PS84-SC-CR-NM 84 Ah Power Supply with 14 x 16 in. Enclosure
9. CS SP50-L25-PT 50 W Solar Panel
10. CS CM106B 10ft Tripod
11. Geokon 4911-4 VW Rebar Strainmeter, "Sister Bar", #4 rebar w/ 02-250V6-E cable
12. Geokon 02-250V6-E Blue PVC Cable, 0.250", 2 twisted pairs
13. Geokon 1150-1-2-3 Head assembly for Model A-3 MPBX
14. Geokon 1150-10A PVC Standpipe
15. Geokon 1150-14 Groutable Anchor
16. Geokon ROD-101-E Flush coupled 1/4" stainless steel rod
17. Geokon TUB-101-E 1/4" Schedule 40 PVC Tube
18. Geokon TUB-104-E 3/4" Grout Tube
19. Geokon 1150-30 and Geokon 1150-31 Installation Tools for extensometers
20. Geokon 4450-1-300MM VW Displacement Transducer, 300mm (12") range
21. Geokon 04-375V9-E Violet PVC Cable, 0.375", 4 twisted pairs
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3.2.1 Campbell Scientific Equipment
Older measurement systems for dynamic and long-term static monitoring were typically
composed of two separate systems: one with high-speed foil resistive-type gages and another with
low-speed vibrating wire gages. Additionally, data acquisition systems that measure the voltage of
gages have a propensity to pick up ambient noise. Campbell Scientific’s GRANITE VWIRE 305
(Figure 3.3) is an eight-channel analyzer that measures the frequencies of vibrating-wire gages at
both static and dynamic sampling rates (2021). The dynamic measurement rates range from 20 to
333 Hz, while the static measurement rates are no faster than 1 Hz (Campbell Scientific 2021).
Older systems required measurement of each individual channel before moving on to the next one
using multiplexers. A bystander could hear the clicks as each channel was scanned individually.
The new state-of-the-art interface can simultaneously measure each channel. There are two
terminals on each channel for vibrating-wire gage connection. The VWIRE 305 maintains the
connected wire in a vibrating state by applying a sinusoidal excitation.
The CR6 Measurement and Control Datalogger (Figure 3.3) is a powerful device that can
measure virtually any sensor, perform calculations, control external devices, and can store data in
statistical form. With a maximum scan rate of 1000 Hz, the CR6 contains 12 universal inputs for
either digital or analog functions along with 16 pulse counters. This datalogger can perform static
vibrating-wire measurements and can easily connect to other devices for integrated measurements
via RS-232 serial port (Campbell Scientific 2021).
The RV50X industrial Sierra Wireless Airlink 4G LTE cellular gateway (Figure 3.3) is the
link to monitoring data remotely (Campbell Scientific 2021). The Konect Router Service provided
by Campbell Scientific was acquired to establish a secure connection with the data acquisition
system. The RV50X was directly connected to the CR6 via Ethernet.
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Figure 3.3 Weather resistant enclosure complete with a datalogger, analyzer, and cellular gateway.
The 32262 4G/3G Omni 2dBd Antenna (Figure 3.5) is an omnidirectional, multiband
antenna suited for the 4G RV50X cellular gateway (Campbell Scientific 2021). The antenna was
connected to a bulkhead surge protection (31315) installed in the enclosure (Campbell Scientific
2021) via COAXNTN-L10—a 10 ft long coaxial cable with type N male connectors (Campbell
Scientific 2021). The surge protector was then connected to the cellular gateway via an 18-inch
type N to SMA coaxial jumper within the enclosure.
Shown in Figure 3.3 is Campbell Scientific’s ENC14/16 white fiberglass-reinforced
polyester weather-resistant enclosure that is 14 by 16 by 5.5 inches complete with pre-punched
backplate for data acquisition mounting and two conduits for cables (Campbell Scientific 2021).
The white color is meant to reflect solar radiation and thus reduce the temperature within the
enclosure.
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The PS84 is a system consisting of a 14 by 16 weather resistant enclosure, 84 Ah battery,
and a mounting bracket (Campbell Scientific 2021). The PS84 system also includes a CH200
Regulator (Figure 3.4) that connects and manages the charging source, in this case an unregulated
solar panel, to the battery. The system can deliver 12 volts from the rechargeable battery to the
units housed in the neighboring enclosure via two-foot SDI-12 Interface Cable (20769).

Figure 3.4 Weather resistant enclosure complete with a regulator and 84 Ah battery.
Shown in Figure 3.5 is Campbell Scientific’s CM106B, which is an adjustable seven to
ten-foot tripod assembled with galvanized steel tubing (Campbell Scientific 2021). Each leg can
be individually adjusted, allowing for easy setup on uneven surfaces. The respective enclosures
can then be mounted on the mast or on the tripod leg.
The SP50-L tripod-mounted solar panel converts energy from the sun into direct current to
power the PS84 system via the CH200 Regulator. The panel has a maximum peak power of 50
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watts (Pp), 17.5 volts at peak power (Vpp), 2.9 amps of current at peak power (Ipp), and a
temperature coefficient of –0.45% per degree Celsius (Campbell Scientific 2021). The ordered
SP50-L25-PT includes 25-feet of cable and an extended mounting kit for tripod attachment. The
panels were installed at a 40-degree-tilt by adjusting the brackets of the extended mounting kit (the
recommended solar panel tilt angle was site latitude plus 10°) (Campbell Scientific 2020).

Figure 3.5 Tripod setup complete with two enclosures, a solar panel, and antenna.
3.2.2 Geokon Equipment
Geokon Vibrating Wire Rebar Strainmeters (Model 4911) consist of a #4 rebar with 1/4”
02-250V6-E Blue PVC Cable. Each strainmeter has an encapsulated thermistor to enable
temperature measurement, as well as a strain gage coated with protective epoxy (Geokon 2021).
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Number four rebar was welded to each end of the gage section to allow for easy pile installation.
These sensors were installed and embedded within a concrete pile to measure concrete strains
(Figure 3.9 and 3.10). The strainmeters have a standard range of plus/minus 3000 microstrain, a
resolution of 0.4 microstrain, 0.25% full scale accuracy, less than 0.5% full scale nonlinearity, and
a temperature range of –20 °C to 80 °C (Geokon 2021). Eight gages were allocated to each
instrumented pile to be installed in pairs; one level near the top; two near the neutral plane; and
one at the toe of the pile. Each strainmeter was connected to the VWIRE 305 for data collection.
Geokon Model 1150 (A-3) Rod-Type Borehole Extensometers were designed to measure
movement within soil (Figure 3.6). Up to eight anchors can be installed within the same borehole
with each anchor having measurement rods extending to the surface (Geokon 2021); four anchors
per borehole were utilized in this study. The flush coupled 1/4” stainless steel measurement rods
(ROD-101-E) come in five-foot lengths for easy manipulation in the field. The rods are assembled
with the groutable anchors (1150-14) and pipes outside the borehole, and the assembly is then
anchored in place with grout. Geokon TUB-101-E 1/4" Schedule 40 PVC Tubing with couplings
house the stainless-steel rods to both protect them from the grout and allow them to move freely.
1150-10A PVC Standpipe coupled in five-foot increments encase the entire assembly. Geokon’s
TUB-104-E is a 3/4" (outside diameter) grout tube that is typically ten feet longer than the deepest
anchored extensometer.
A set of installation tools for the extensometer, a set of additional installation tools for
extensometers with electrical transducer heads, as well as grouting accessories for inclined
downwards installations were purchased to facilitate assembly installation. The extensometer
assemblies were grouted with water/cement/bentonite mixture at a ratio of 1.0/0.15/0.06 by weight
(100gal/125lbs/50lbs). Pure bentonite (not high yield) was mixed with water first prior to adding
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cement. The borehole was drilled full depth with pure or high yield bentonite slurry, then slurry
was exchanged/replaced with clean pure bentonite prior to extensometer installation and grouting
procedures.

Figure 3.6 Geokon 4450 extensometer head assembly (left) and Geokon multiple point rod
extensometer installed in sandy soils (right). Copyright 2022 by GEOKON. Retrieved:
https://www.geokon.com/A-3. Reprinted with permission.
The vibrating wire transducers shown in Figure 3.7 provide remote readout for the attached
extensometer assemblies. Geokon’s 4450-1-300MM VW Displacement Transducers are 12-inch
range (300mm) sensors with 0.02% full scale resolution, ±0.1% full scale accuracy, less than 0.5%
full scale nonlinearity, and a standard temperature range of –20 °C to 80 °C (Geokon 2021). The
transducers and subsequent extensometers were configured to the CR6 Datalogger safely housed
in the nearby weather enclosure for remote monitoring. An extra 150 feet of 0.375-inch 04-375V9E Violet PVC Cable for extensometers with four sensors were ordered for the connection between
the assembly head and datalogger. The system was programmed (refer to Appendix B) to record
and store data from the strainmeters and displacement transducers at 15-minute intervals. A
schematic of the complete site instrumentation is shown in Figure 3.8.
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Figure 3.7 Geokon vibrating wire displacement transducers. Copyright 2022 by GEOKON.
Retrieved: https://www.geokon.com/4450 . Reprinted with permission.

Figure 3.8 Schematic of the complete site instrumentation
3.3 Installation
Pile 4 within End Bent 1 of the Sandridge Rd bridge was instrumented and cast on March
29, 2021, at the CDS Manufacturing casting yard in Gretna, Florida (Figures 3.9 and 3.10). Eight
Geokon vibrating wire strainmeters were tied to the reinforcement cage per the layout illustrated
in Figure 3.11.
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Figure 3.9 Instrumentation of pile 4 for end bent 1

Figure 3.10 Instrumentation of pile 4 for end bent 1
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Figure 3.11 Pile and site instrumentation plan
Soil instrumentation near Pile 4 and underneath the embankment was installed on May 4th,
2021. The Geokon A-3 extensometer assembly with four vibrating wire displacement transducers
was installed within a 62ft deep borehole that was drilled by the FDOT SMO drill crew. The
settlement sensor depths correspond to the instrumentation plan in Figure 3.11. The top of the
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borehole matched the elevation of MSE wall leveling pad and was drilled 15ft south of the
instrumented pile (Figure 3.12). Bentonite slurry was pumped through the borehole to stabilize the
hole and bring up the cuttings from the drilling. Once the target depth was achieved, the borehole
was flushed with clean bentonite slurry, the extensometer assembly was inserted, and grout was
pumped to the bottom of the borehole ¾” grout tube expelling all slurry.
A trench from the determined data acquisition point outside of the MSE wall to the
instrumented pile (approximately 100ft away) was unearthed with the assistance of the MSE wall
crew. One-and-a-half-inch conduit was then buried in the trench to house the lead wires from both
the extensometer assembly and the strainmeters within the pile (Figure 3.13).
On May 5th, the wires leading from the pile and the extensometer head assembly were
spliced and routed through the conduit to the solar panel location. The wires were then connected
to a Campbell Scientific CR6 or Granite VWIRE 305 for data collection (Figure 3.14).
3.4 Monitoring
The MSE Wall leveling pad was poured shortly after the site was instrumented. Soon
thereafter, back fill was placed in six-inch lifts over a period of three weeks as illustrated in Figures
3.15 and 3.16. The piles were cutoff on June 1st, 2021 (Figure 3.17). Strainmeter designation within
the pile as well as displacement transducer depths are illustrated in Figures 3.11 and 3.18.
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Figure 3.12 Borehole drilling location (left) and extensometer assembly (right)

Figure 3.13 Trenching and conduit for lead wires
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Figure 3.14 Wire splicing and routing for data collection
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Figure 3.16 Fill height progression. Photographs by Don Myers. Used with permissions.

Figure 3.17 Pile cutoff
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Figure 3.18 Gage designation and depths
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Chapter 4: Results and Analysis
Static effects from each site were monitored and collected every fifteen minutes. Raw
frequency was measured from the strainmeters within the pile, while resistance was measured from
the thermistors in each strainmeter. Calibration constants and thermal coefficients specific to each
Geokon strainmeter were then applied to convert the frequency and resistance into strain and
temperature, respectively. The temperature-corrected strain (Figure 4.1) was then converted into
pile force by multiplying it with the area of the pile and its modulus of elasticity. The forces in the
test pile at each site were observed as backfill height increased over time. Figure 4.2 shows the
computed pile forces for each gage. The vertical dashed lines indicate points of interest as tabulated
in Table 4.1, such as the slight decrease in force at time of pile cutoff when eight feet of excess
pile length was removed. Additionally, thermal effects of the cap and pedestal are visible on the
right-hand side of the graph. Figure 4.3 magnifies these effects and shows that as ambient
temperature increases, the pile forces decrease from cap expansion and vice versa.
Table 4.1 Key Construction Events
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Date
5/7/2021
5/26/2021
6/1/2021
6/25/2021
7/1/2021
8/6/2021
9/30/2021

Event
First of fill placement
Last of fill placement
Pile cutoff
Cap and pedestals poured
Backwall and cheek walls poured
Girder Placement
Bridge Deck Pour
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The vibrating wire displacement transducer readings were converted into displacements by
first subtracting the initial reading from each of the subsequent readings then multiplying the
difference by the calibration constants corresponding to each transducer as specified by the
manufacturer. Initial readings of all sensors were taken at time of installation. The ground
displacement at each anchor depth was then calculated by subtracting the displacement measured
by the deepest anchor by the displacement measured at each depth. In other words, it was assumed
that the deepest anchor point was a zero-movement datum, and thus was used to calculate the
relative displacement of each anchor. Figure 4.4 shows the displacement computed at the assembly
head as well as the subsequent anchor depths as a function of time. Note that the estimated
settlements overpredicted the actual settlement by a factor of 3.3 and 4.2 for Schmertmann
Modified Method and Modified Hough Method, respectively.
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Figure 4.4 Ground settlement vs time
The pile force versus time graph shown in Figure 4.2 showed progressively increasing
strain during times when no external loads were applied. This is caused by creep that occurs when
a constant force is applied (e.g., initial prestress and structural dead loads). Strain due to creep was
estimated using the relationships listed by ACI Committee 209 (1982) and Mukai’s thesis titled
“Creep in Prestressed Concrete Piles” (1985). Creep strain was computed for key construction
dates (initial prestress at time of casting, girder placement, and bridge deck pour). The creep strain
for those events were then superimposed (Figure 4.5) and subtracted from the temperaturecorrected strain to compute the creep-corrected gage and level forces (Figure 4.6 and 4.7). The pile
experienced between 290 and 330 kips at the middle levels.
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Chapter 5: Conclusions
Downdrag in sandy soils is currently overlooked on the basis that immediate settlement is
harmless. While this is correct when considering superstructure displacements, it does not
accurately assign the correct maximum loads in the pile. This study investigated the effects of
downdrag on piles driven in Florida sandy soils. Previous studies concluded that downdrag would
be more consequential for an end bearing pile type, thus a bridge construction project at a site with
such conditions was selected. A pile within an end bent of the bridge was instrumented with
vibrating wire rebar strainmeters, while the surrounding soil was instrumented with vibrating wire
displacement transducers. The sensors were connected to a solar-powered datalogger for remote
data collcetion. The raw data was monitored and analyzed to produce various results such as a
force evolution curve, the statistical impact of downdrag, and a segment T-Z response. A summary
of these findings is listed in this chapter.
5.1 Force Evolution
Figure 5.1 shows the evolution of pile force as a function of elevation over time. As the
backfill height increased and bridge construction progressed, the forces within the pile notably
increased. The factored design load of 346 kips (173 Tons) as specified in the Pile Data Table
(Appendix A) was converted into an unfactored design total load range of 244 kips to 252 kips
unfactored design dead load range of 163 kips to 189 kips by assuming a dead load to live load
ratio of two and three, respectively. The measured top of pile load at present day is 211 kips and
exceeds the estimated design dead loads. However, when including the effects of dead load and
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downdrag, the present-day force is 330 kips. In short, the 211 kips and 330 kips experienced by
the pile top and lower mid-pile, respectively, both exceed the unfactored design dead load range.
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5.2 Statistical Impact of Downdrag
The force measured at top of pile is within the statistical expectation, however, the
maximum force measured towards the bottom half of the pile exceeds the statistical expectation.
The normal and lognormal distributions of bias as specified in the FHWA LRFD for Highway
Bridge Substructure Report (2001) can be seen in Figure 5.2. If downdrag is ignored, the bias for
the values estimated with dead load to live load ratios of two and three fall within the anticipated
distribution. Even though the actual dead load is higher than the anticipated dead load, the pile is
safe because the bias falls within the boundaries of the distribution plots. However, when
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considering downdrag with dead load, the bias increases and shifts outside the statistical
expectation as shown in Figure 5.3. This implies an unsafe condition.
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Figure 5.2 Normal and lognormal distribution plots for dead load bias disregarding downdrag
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Figure 5.3 Normal and lognormal distribution plots for dead load bias with downdrag
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5.3 Segment T-Z Response
The pile was split into segments for analysis where each segment corresponds to the portion
of the pile between the strain gage levels as annotated in Figure 3.18. The unit side shear for each
segment was then calculated by dividing the difference in measured load between gage levels by
the surface area of the pile between those levels. The displacement at the midpoint of each segment
was determined by interpolating the displacements measured by the ground sensors. The unit side
shear and average displacements for each segment were then plotted to produce a T-Z curve
(Figure 5.4). Reversals in the curves correspond to critical construction events. The first segment,
which is the portion of the pile nearest the toe, is always in positive side shear (pushing up).
Segment two starts in positive side shear, reverses as settlement increases, and eventually reverses
yet again back to positive side shear. The upper segments begin in negative side shear which
diminishes with additional pile load. As side shear increases with displacement, the slope of that
segment on the force evolution plot also increases. Structural loading (such as the weight of the
girder or bridge deck) causes downward movement in the pile and diminishes the negative side
shear, but it does not eliminate it completely.
5.4 Pile Shortening
The amount of pile shortening (including creep) was computed by multiplying the average
strain of each segment by the segment length. The portion of the pile above the top gages was
assumed to experience the strain equal to that measured at the top-level gages, while the portion
of the pile below the bottom most gages was assumed to experience the strain measured at those
bottom gages. The top of pile strain and the bottom of pile strain were then multiplied by the length
of the pile above the top-level gages to cutoff and the length of the pile below the bottom gages to
the toe, respectively. The total amount of pile shortening was then computed by summing the
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deformations along the pile length at any point in time. Figure 5.5 illustrates the total pile
shortening as a function of time which implies creep shortening is likely to continue.
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Figure 5.4 Segmental T-Z curves
5.5 Conclusions
In conclusion, while the longterm affects of clayey soil settlement beneath embankments
are routinely addressed effectively, the immediate settlement of loose sandy soils continues to be
overlooked and should be revisited. This case study showed a measured dead load of 211 kips
while the predicted range was 163 to 189 kips, resulting in a 12-30% overload. The measured
downdrag was approximately 120 kips. Considering this and looking at the maximum pile load of
330 kips, the overload increased to between 75 and 100%, again depending on dead load to live
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load ratio. Designers should reconsider accounting for downdrag effects even when the soil
profiles are predominantly sandy, because although the soil may settle instantaneously, the
downdrag force will not go away unless live load exceeds 120 kips in this case study.
Unfortunately, the estimated live load for this project ranges from 63 to 81 kips. Hence, downdrag
should not be disregarded. Additionally, the field data suggests that settlement methods over
predict cumulative settlement. In this case, the estimated settlement (3.6 to 4.6 inches) from
embankment loading exceeded the measured settlement of 1.1 inches. This translates into a 3.3 to
4.2 over-prediction factor. Finally, significant negative side shear forces were shown to develop
with displacments less than the 0.4 to 0.5 inches recommended by AASHTO and FDOT,
respectively (Figure 5.4).
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Appendix A: Bridge Plans
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Figure A.1 Site boring log
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Figure A.2 Bridge No. 710113 plan layout
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Figure A.3 Pile data table
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Appendix B: Data Acquisition Program
'\\Description:
' Four Geokon 4450 VW displacement gages measured on the universal channels on the CR6 datalogger wiring panel.
The model 4450 VW displacement gages are in a Geockon Model 1150 (A-3) extensometer multiple point assembly
configuration. The extensometer assembly has four VW gages on rods with all sharing one thermistor in the head of
the assembly.
' Here are universal channel assignments on the CR6 datalogger wiring panel:
'{
' U01U02 VW Coil DGage#1
' U03U04 VW Coil DGage#2
' U05U06 VW Coil DGage#3
' U09U10 VW Coil DGage#4
' U07U08 VW Shared thermistor for DGages1-4.
'}
' The above extensometer 4450 VW gages are measured measured from the SlowSequence#1 Scan running every 5
seconds. There are also 8 each Geokon VW Rebar strain meters measured on CDM-VW305 measurement module
from main scan sequence every 50mSec. DataTable(_15Minute) has static readings from both the 4 each displacement
and 8 each rebair strain VW measurements. DataTable(_Event) with user issued flag based triggered storage of static
and dynamic readings. The DataTable(_Event) flag based triggered storage can be changed to automatic trigger based
on measurement events.
'
' Geokon Model No. 4450-1-300MM VW Displacement Transducers:
Linear Gage
Temperature Regression
Factor, G
No.
Serial No.
Color
Depth
Channel
(oC)
Zero
(inches/digit)
1

2043145

Red/Black

U1/2

22.2

2476

0.00266

U3/4

21.7

2040

0.002791

Green/Black

Top: 15ft
Middle-top:
25ft
Middle-bot:
40ft

2

2114855

White/Black

3

2043146

U5/6

22.2

2348

0.002677

4

2043147

Yellow/Black

Bottom: 60ft

U9/10

22.2

2636

0.002611

' Geokon Model No. 4911-4 VW Rebar Strain Meters:
Distance from
Toe (ft)

Channel

Temperature
(oC)

Regression
Zero

Gage Factor
(με/digit)

Red

2L

1

22.1

7894

0.348

White/Red

2R

2

22.1

7964

0.352

Black

14L

3

22.8

7815

0.35

2042162

Green

20R

4

22.1

7922

0.35

5

2042160

Orange

36L

5

22.1

7594

0.35

6

2042161

Yellow

36R

6

22.1

7675

0.347

7

2042157

White

58R

7

22.1

7650

0.351

8

2042158

Blue

58L

8

22.1

7588

0.352

No.

Serial No.

1

2042159

2

2042155

3

2041457

4

Color
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' Datalogger program requirements:
' Four Geokon VW Displacement Transducers on CR6 universal channels monitoring the settlement of soil
surrounding a pile instrumented with eight Geokon Vibrating Wire Rebar Strain Meters on CDM-VW305. Data for
everything needs recorded and stored in 15-minute intervals. This includes the static readings from the 8 VW's on the
CDM-VW305.
'//
'\\ Declarations:
Public BatteryVolts
Public EventTrigger As Boolean
Public StoreSensorInfoNow As Boolean =True
'\ 4 each Geokon VW displacement gages on the CR6 universal channels:
' Note that the thermistor for all 4 gages is shared (extensometer assembly).
Public DGage_Digits(4), DGage_DgC(4)
'_________________________________ { DGage1,
DGage2,
DGage3,
Public DGage_Name(4) As String *24 ={
"Top", "Middle_top", "Middle_bot",
Public DGage_SN(4) As String *16 ={ "2043145",
"2114855",
"2043146",
Dim DGage_K(4)
Dim VWDG(4,6)
Dim iDG As Long
Public DFDG1 As String *16
Public DFDG2 As String *16
Public DFDG3 As String *16
Public DFDG4 As String *16
'/

DGage4 }
"Bottom" }
"2043147" }

'\ 8 each rebar strain VW sensors on CDM-VW305:
Const CPI_Adr As Long
=1
Const OutputOption As Long =0
Dim DVW_Static_Digits(8), DVW_StaticFreq(8)
Public DVW_DgC(8)
'Thermistor readings (1 Hz)
Public DVW_Freq(8)
'Dynamic VW Frequencies (20 Hz)
Public DVW_Diag(8) As Long
'Diagnostic Code (20 Hz)
Public DVW_StdDev(8)
'Std Deviation of dynamic frequency measurements over 1 second period.
'______________________________ _{CH1, CH2, CH3, CH4, CH5, CH6, CH7, CH8 }
Public DVW_Name(8) As String *24 ={ "R", "W/R", "BLK", "G", "O", "Y", "W ", "B" } '<-- Gage Color.
Dim ChanEnable(8) As Long
={ 1,
1,
1,
1,
1,
1,
1,
1}
Dim TargetAmp(8)
={0.002, 0.002, 0.002, 0.002, 0.002, 0.002, 0.002, 0.002 } '<-- Target
amplitude for wire resonance.
Dim MinFreq(8)
={ 1400, 1400, 1400, 1400, 1400, 1400, 1400, 1400 }
Dim MaxFreq(8)
={ 3200, 3200, 3200, 3200, 3200, 3200, 3200, 3200 }
Dim OutFormat(8) As Long
={
0,
0,
0,
0,
0,
0,
0,
0 } '<-- 0= Output
Hz.
Dim DVW_Mult(8)
={ 1.0,
1.0,
1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0 }
Dim DVW_oSet(8)
={ 0.0,
0.0,
0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0 }
Dim SteinA(8)
={ 1.4051e-3, 1.405e-3, 1.4051e-3, 1.4051e-3, 1.4051e-3, 1.4051e-3, 1.4051e-3, 1.4051e-3 }
Dim SteinB(8)
={ 2.369e-4, 2.369e-4, 2.369e-4, 2.369e-4, 2.369e-4, 2.369e-4, 2.369e-4, 2.369e-4 }
Dim SteinC(8)
={ 1.019e-7, 1.019e-7, 1.019e-7, 1.019e-7, 1.019e-7, 1.019e-7, 1.019e-7, 1.019e-7 }
Dim DVWRF_MeanBins(8) As Long ={ 10,
10,
10, 10,
10, 10,
10,
10 }
Dim DVWRF_AmpBins(8) As Long ={ 10,
10,
10,
10,
10, 10,
10,
10 }
Dim DVWRF_LowLim(8)
={ -4000, -4000, -4000, -4000, -4000, 4000, -4000, -4000 }
Dim DVWRF_HighLim(8)
={ 4000, 4000, 4000, 4000, 4000, 4000, 4000, 4000 }
Dim DVWRF_Hyst(8)
={ 1.00, 1.00, 1.00, 1.00, 1.00, 1.00, 1.00, 1.00 }
Dim DVWRF_Form(8) As Long ={
0,
0,
0,
0,
0,
0,
0,
0}
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'_Configure the CDM-VW300 series device:
CDM_VW300Config(VWIRE305,CPI_Adr,OutputOption,ChanEnable,TargetAmp,MinFreq,MaxFreq,OutFormat,D
VW_Mult,DVW_oSet,SteinA,SteinB,SteinC,DVWRF_MeanBins,DVWRF_AmpBins,DVWRF_LowLim,DVWRF
_HighLim,DVWRF_Hyst,DVWRF_Form)
'/
Dim _1SecFlag As Boolean
'//
'\\ Data tables:
DataTable(_15Minute,True,4*24*60) '60day storage
DataInterval(0,15,Min,10)
Minimum(1,BatteryVolts
,FP2 ,False,False)
Average(8,DVW_DgC()
,IEEE4,False) '1Hz thermistor reading
Average(1,DGage_DgC(3)
,IEEE4,False)
Average(4,DGage_Digits()
,IEEE4,False)
Average(8,DVW_StaticFreq() ,IEEE4,False)
EndTable
DataTable(_1SecDVW,_1SecFlag,-1)
Sample(8,DVW_StaticFreq() ,IEEE4)
Sample(8,DVW_DgC()
,IEEE4) '1Hz thermistor reading
Sample(8,DVW_StdDev()
,IEEE4) 'Std Deviation of dynamic frequency readings.
EndTable
DataTable(_5SecDiagnostics,True,-1)
DataInterval(0,0,0,10)
Sample(4*6,VWDG(1,1)
,IEEE4) 'Raw data and diagnostics for VW displacement gages.
EndTable
DataTable(_50mSecDiagnostics,True,-1)
DataInterval(0,0,0,10)
Sample(8,DVW_Freq()
,IEEE4)
Sample(8,DVW_Diag()
,IEEE4)'<-- Diagnostic codes for the dynamic readings
EndTable
DataTable(_Event,True,-1)
'For future use in capturing dynamic event data.
DataEvent(20*10,EventTrigger,NOT EventTrigger,20*10)
Sample(8,DVW_Dynamic_Digits() ,IEEE4)
Sample(4,DGage_Digits()
,IEEE4)
EndTable
DataTable(_SensorInfo,StoreSensorInfoNow,45)
Sample(4,DGage_Name()
,String)
Sample(4,DGage_SN()
,String)
Sample(4,DGage_LGF()
,IEEE4 )
Sample(4,DGage_Digits0()
,IEEE4 )
Sample(4,DGage_DgCo()
,FP2 )
Sample(8,DVW_Name()
,String)
Sample(8,DVW_SN()
,String)
Sample(8,DVW_GF()
,IEEE4 )
Sample(8,DVW_Static_Digits0() ,IEEE4 )
EndTable
'//
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BeginProg
'\
CPISpeed(250) '250 kbps, how fast the datalogger will operate the CPI bus.
'\\ Main scan:
Scan(50,msec,500,0)
CDM_VW300Dynamic(CPI_Adr,DVW_Freq(),DVW_Diag())
CallTable(_50mSecDiagnostics)
DVW_Dynamic_Digits() =DVW_Freq()^2/1000
If TimeIntoInterval(0,1,Sec) Then 'Retrieve and process one second static data.
_1SecFlag=True
CDM_VW300Static(CPI_Adr,DVW_StaticFreq(),DVW_DgC(),DVW_StdDev()) 'Get static data
DVW_Static_Digits() =DVW_StaticFreq()^2/1000
EndIf
CallTable(_1SecDVW) : _1SecFlag=False
SemaphoreGet(1)'Hold off calling data table(s) if SlowSequence#1 is in middle of processing displacement
gage VW data.
CallTable(_15MInute)
CallTable(_Event)
CallTable(_SensorInfo) : StoreSensorInfoNow=False
SemaphoreRelease(1)
NextScan
'//
'\\\
SlowSequence'#1
Scan(5,Sec,0,0)
Battery (BatteryVolts)
'\ 4 each Geokon displacement gages measured on CR6 universal channels:
' Note (a): Thermistor for the 4 gages is shared (extensometer assembly).
'_VibratingWire(Destination,Reps,StartCh,StartFreq,StopFreq,Vx,AmpThreshold,DFile,FNotchThermistor,SteinHH
A,SteinHHB ,SteinHHC)
VibratingWire(VWDG(1,1), 1, U1,1200 ,2800 ,1 ,0.01 ,DFDG1, 0,
0,
0,
0)
VibratingWire(VWDG(2,1), 1, U3,1200 ,2800 ,1 ,0.01 ,DFDG2, 0,
0,
0,
0)
VibratingWire(VWDG(3,1), 1, U5,1200 ,2800 ,1 ,0.01 ,DFDG3, 60, 1.4051E-3, 2.369E-4, 1.019E-7)
VibratingWire(VWDG(4,1), 1, U9,1200 ,2800 ,1 ,0.01 ,DFDG4, 0,
0,
0,
0)
SemaphoreGet(1)'Hold off processing VW measurements if main scan is calling data table(s).
For iDG= 1 To 4
DGage_Digits(iDG)=VWDG(iDG,1)^2/1000
DGage_DgC(iDG)=VWDG(3,6)'See note (a) above.
Next
SemaphoreRelease(1)
CallTable(_5SecDiagnostics)
NextScan
EndSequence'#1
'///
EndProg
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Appendix C: Copyright Permissions
The permission below is for Figures 3.6 and 3.7.
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The permission below is for Figure 3.16.
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